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Objective of workshop

- To discuss “the tension” between university based research and the disaster field reality of EMTs
- To outline key limitations and possible roles for researchers
- To identify key areas to better address (research) field relevant topics
Academia and the “field”
Two different worlds ?!

- Different means and goals
- Different motivation?
- Different context
The overlap between disaster relief and research is minimal.
Controversies, opinions

Field perspective

▪ “Academics don’t know the field reality”!
▪ “Research is theory, we are practice”
▪ “Research takes too much time and is irrelevant”
▪ “They just come and take our data and then publish it”
▪ “We don't read their academic journals”
▪ “Why should they teach us what to do!”?

University researcher perspective

▪ “Practice is not evidence based”
▪ “More research is needed”
▪ “They should listen to us!”
▪ “If not research based then what?”
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Interactive workshop

- Explain the EMT process, improving disasters response, beyond “charity”, shaping a profession
- What does it take to contribute to the EMT process, the importance of understanding context and being “relevant”
- Discuss context adapted evidence and relevance for the field
- Challenges from theory to practice
  - ICRC document “management of limb injuries in disasters and conflict”
- Outcome? Some productive ideas on how to narrow the “gap”
Emergency Medical Teams initiative

Aims to improve health response following disasters

- Classification and Minimum standards (quality of care)
- Community of practice
- Coordination in the field
- Verification of teams
Process to improve clinical practice in disasters

Classification and Standards for Emergency Medical Teams (EMT) in disasters (WHO)
Definitions

- The term **Foreign Medical Team** (FMT) replaced recently by **Emergency Medical Teams EMT** (National and International)

Describes groups of health professionals and supporting staff (outside their country of origin), aiming to provide health care to disaster affected populations. They include governmental (both civilian and military) and non-governmental teams. A EMT has staff to provide basic and/or advanced care during a limited time period in existing or temporary structures, including field hospitals
Contribution of university based research to the EMT process?

- Quality of care?
- Topics?
  - Methodological challenges, “bad research cant be justified by the context”
    - RCTs
    - Systematic reviews
    - Qualitative-Delphi
    - Expert panels!
    - Interventional studies
- Translate results into practice?
- Policy implications
- Follow up, impact evaluations
Systematic Reviews?
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Best practices limb injuries in disasters and conflict

MANAGEMENT OF LIMB INJURIES
During disasters and conflicts
From “charity” to profession
To discuss- How can the gap be reduced

- Can the two worlds meet?
  - Bring researchers to the field of vice versa?
- Mix academics and practitioners?
  - Relevant research topic from the field
- Buy in from operational agencies!
  - Develop a research agenda that fits the EMT objective
- Partnerships university-implementing agencies
  - ICRC and MSF
  - WHO Collaborating centres (surge capacity)
- Example of MSF scientific approach
  - Operational research
More issues

How can universities collaborate and coordinate to set the agenda and carry out the research?

Data sharing
  who owns data?
Financing and use of results?
Protocols?
Where are the professional bodies?
Role of WHO in defining evidence based protocols?

Teaching
EMT curriculum? Based on what?
Who should provide the courses?